
Ad Sample: Upscale Restaurant
Carol Kennedy: 619-548-2214

TARGETED SEGMENT: Group S1 – Elite Suburbs - Upper Crust

The most affluent suburban social group, Elite Suburbs is a world of six-figure incomes, post-graduate degrees, 
single-family homes and managerial and professional occupations. The segments here are predominantly white 
with significant concentrations of well-off Asian Americans. Befitting their lofty salaries, S1 members are big 
consumers of large homes, expensive clothes, luxury cars and foreign travel. Despite representing a small 
portion of the U.S. population, they hold a large share of the nation's personal net worth.
The Elite Suburbs group consists of the following segments:

01. Upper Crust 
02. Blue Blood Estates 
03. Movers & Shakers 
06. Winner's Circle 

 
01. Upper Crust – The nation's most exclusive address, Upper Crust is the wealthiest lifestyle in America–a 
haven for empty-nesting couples over 55 years old. No segment has a higher concentration of residents earning 
over $200,000 a year or possessing a postgraduate degree. And none has a more opulent standard of living. 

For this ad campaign we are focusing on:

1. Upscale Restaurant



Mission, Vision, Values…

ELEVATE
______________________________

        
     

INNOVATE
                  _________________________________

COLLABORATE
  ___________________________________________________

1 .DK SUSHI ..   sky meets ocean.
_________________________________

The ultimate sushi experience. Stringent standards. 
Top quality cuisine. More than 250 selections of wine 
and sake and our famous green tea ice cream drizzled 
in rich, dark chocolate...

Tucked away in a comfortable corner of the sky. 
Reservations Highly Recommended  1-888-222-2222

_______________________________________________________________________________
THEORETICAL RATIONALE: Group Dynamics

Target Audience: The most affluent suburban social group, Elite Suburbs is a world of six-figure incomes, 
post-graduate degrees, single-family homes and managerial and professional occupations, predominantly white 
with concentrations of well-off Asian Americans. They own large homes, buy expensive clothes and luxury 
cars, and engage in foreign travel. They hold a large share of the nation's personal net worth. The specific target 
audience is the Upper Crust – those people with the nation's most exclusive address and wealthiest lifestyle in 
America–a haven for empty-nesting couples over 55 years old. No segment has a higher concentration of resi-
dents earning over $200,000 a year or possessing a postgraduate degree. And none has a more opulent standard 
of living.

Theory categories Matching Ad Elements 

Identify a *reference social group’s  
attitudes: Portray attitude of refer-
ence social group in graphic and 
headline

This profession group understands the irony of applying corporate 
language to … sushi and sake. DK1 Sushi is in their heads. So this is 
the place to be seen, the place that people like you go. World-class and a 
little world-weary…just like you.

Social comparison: Show and/or tell: 
You can be “part of” if you adopt 
this same attitude

The final photo shows attractive, well-dressed people sitting at a bar - 
people that might look exactly like the typical upper crust member. The 
'Reservations Highly Recommended' copy lends to the group dynamic 
that this is obviously a very popular restaurant where 'people like me 
are going'. Words like 'ultimate' and 'top quality' are used to appeal to 
this wealthy segment.


